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Imperfection-Sensitivity of Long
Antisymmetric Cross-Ply
Cylindrical Panels Under Shear
Loads
This paper examines the theoretical postbuckling behavior and imperfectionsensitivity of antisymmetrically laminated open, long, cylindrical panels under shear
loads. The longitudinal edges may be simply-supported or clamped. It is found that
the cylindrical panels may be sensitive to the presence of geometric imperfections
depending primarily on the reduced-flatness parameter and Young's modulus ratio.
The shear buckling load and the postbuckling coefficients are plotted as a function
of the shell geometry, number of layers, and material parameters. The paper is the
first in the literature to examine the postbuckling behavior of open laminated cylindrical panels under shear loads.

1

Introduction
Due to increasing use of light-weight, high-strength composite materials in the aerospace and mechanical engineering
applications, shear buckling of laminated plates has received
increased attention over the past twenty years. Ashton and
Love (1969), Whitney (1969), Chamis (1971), Housner and
Stein (1975), and Hui (1984b), among others, have studied
shear buckling of composite rectangular plates. Excellent
reviews on this subject were written by Johns (1971) and
Leissa (1985). The "postbuckling" behavior of laminated rectangular plates under shear loads has also been examined by a
number of authors. For example, Agarwal (1981), Sumihara
et al. (1981), Zhang and Matthews (1981, 1984), and Stein
(1985a,b) have examined these postbuckling problems in recent years and some experiments on diagonal tension behavior
of shear panels were performed by Kaminski and Ashton
(1971). Stein (1985a,b) found that laminated long plates may
carry loads which are considerably higher than the classical
shear buckling loads. The effects of the direction of shear load
on the postbuckling behavior of these anisotropic rectangular
plates were studied by Zhang and Matthews (1981, 1984).
General computer codes were written by Viswanathan et al.
(1974) and Bauld and Satyamurthy (1979).
Shear buckling of generally laminated open "cylindrical"
panels have been examined by Zhang and Matthews (1983a)
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using beam functions. The effects of shear loads on antisymmetrically laminated cross-ply cylindrical panels simplysupported along all four edges were presented by Hui (1987).
Zhang and Matthews (1983b) also investigated the postbuckling behavior of laminated cylindrical panels under axial compression but not shear load. Surprisingly, it appears that
thorough theoretical studies on the postbuckling behavior of
laminated open cylindrical panels under shear loads have not
been reported in the open literature, even in the important
special case of isotropic-homogeneous cylindrical panels.
Based on some experiments (Rafel, 1943) and preliminary
calculations on isotropic-homogeneous cylindrical panels
under shear loads, it may be conjectured that cylindrical
panels are still sensitive to the presence of geometric imperfections as in the case of axial load (Koiter, 1956; Stephens, 1971;
Hui et al., 1981; Hui, 1985) but possibly to a lesser extent.
Thus it is of interest to study the postbuckling and
imperfection-sensitivity of laminated cylindrical panels under
shear loads.
The objective of this paper is to examine the postbuckling
behavior and imperfection-sensitivity of laminated open cylindrical panels under shear loads. Koiter's theory of elastic
stability is employed and the analysis is based on a solution of
the nonlinear Donnell-type equilibrium and compatibility
equations. Using Koiter's perturbation technique, a sequence
of linear ordinary differential equations are derived for the
buckling and postbuckling state, using the simplifying
assumption that the cylindrical panels are infinitely long, thus
permitting a separable form of the solution. The buckling differential equations are discretized using a central difference
scheme and the resulting eigenvalue problem is solved using
the shifted inverse power method. Likewise, the second order
ordinary differential equations are discretized and solved us-
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ing Gaussian elimination. The shear buckling load and the
associated postbuckling coefficients are presented as a function of the geometric and material parameters of the
laminated cylindrical panels. Example problems are chosen
from antisymmetrically laminated cross-ply long cylindrical
panels, simply-supported or clamped along the longitudinal
edges. Parameter variation involving the geometry of the shell
specified by the simplified-flatness parameter and the material
parameter involving Young's modulus ratio will be presented.
Particular attention will be given to Boron-epoxy and
isotropic-homogeneous cylindrical panels.
It is found that open laminated cylindrical panels under
shear loads have stable postbuckling behavior (not sensitive to
geometric imperfections) for sufficiently small values of the
simplified-flatness parameter. For larger values of the
reduced-flatness parameter, the shear buckling loads of the
cylindrical panels are found to be sensitive to the presence of
geometric imperfections. This is especially true for Young's
modulus ratio close to unity. Long cylindrical panels with
clamped edges are less imperfection-sensitive than those with
simply-supported edges.
2 Governing Differential
Buckling Load

Equations

and

Classical

The governing Donnell-type nonlinear equilibrium and
compatibility equations for generally laminated cylindrical
panels are, in nondimensional form, respectively, Hui (1985,
1986b)
Lrf.(w)+I, 6 .CO+/,„
La.(f) -Lb.

(w) - w!XX = (w, x y ) 2 - w>xxw,yy

For an antisymmetric cross-ply laminate, the nondimensional
linear operators are defined to be
La'(

Lb.{)
LA)

) = «22(

)<xxxx+

)>xxyy + al\(

(2«*2 + «66)(

)>yyyy

= b*2{( ),xxxx+(b*u+bl2-2b$6)(
) , x w + bll( ) , m y
= d*n{ ),xxxx+ (2)(dt2 + 2d*66)( ) , x x y y + d*22{ ) , y y y y

Assuming that the cylindrical panel is sufficiently long so that
the boundary conditions at the two curved edges can be
neglected, the buckling mode can be written in the separable
form,
Wi(x,y) = wc(y)cos(Mx)
fi(x,y)

+

=fc(y)cos(Mx)

ws(y)s'm(Mx)
+fs(y)sin(Mx)

(8)

The wave number Mis defined as,
M=mir{Rh)1/2/L

or

M = (rrnt/d,) (B/L)

(9)

where B is the curved distance between the two longitudinal
edges and the simplified-flatness parameter 8S is,
6s=B/(Rh)l/2

(10)

Substituting the separable form of the buckling mode w,(x,y)
and fi(x,y) into the equilibrium equation for the buckling
state, and collecting terms which involve cos (Mx) and sin
(Mx), one obtains, respectively,
d*22Wc (y),yyyy + [<Sy " 2M2(d\2 + 2fifo)] W, Q0 ,yy
+ (- a.M2 + d*nM*)wc (y) + (Ad*26M) ws (y),yyy
- (4rff6M + 2rM) W, (y)„ + b*X2fc (y) ,yyyy
- K6f 1 + 62*2 - 2%)(M 2 ) + wpja\fe 0 0 . , ,
+ ( - M 2 + &|,M4 + M 2 wPiXy )fc {y)
+ (2b*l6 - b*62)Mfs (y) ,yyy + [(2b*26 - b*6l)(- M 3 )

(2)

where,

+ 2MwPiXy\fs(y),y=0

(11)
2

d*n ws 0 0 ,yyyy + [oy - (2M )(d*l2 + 2d^)]ws (y) ,yy

w= W/h,f=F/(E2h3),
(x,y) =
(X,Y)/(Rh)ul
a%=(E2h)A%, bl=BJj/h,
dfj=Dfj/(E2h3)

+ (rff,M4 -Jl^ffJW.OO - (4M)d2*6Wc(y),yyy

In the above, Wis the out-of-plane displacement (positive outwards), F is the stress function, R is the shell radius, h is the
total thickness of the laminated shell, E2 is the Young's
modulus in the in-plane transverse direction, and the La.{),
Lb.{), and Ld.() are the nondimensional linear differential
operators defined by Hui (1985, 1986) and Tennyson et al.
(1971).
Using Koiter's (1945) theory of elastic stability, the total
displacement and the total stress function can be expanded in
the perturbed form,
w=wp + %w1 + £2w„

(4)

f=fP + Zfi + Pfit
where £ is the amplitude of the normalized buckling mode.
The axial compressive load a, the lateral pressure p and the
torsional load r are related to the prebuckling stress function
/„by,

+ (4tf f 6 M + 2rM) WC (y),y + bXif, 0 0 ,yyyy
+ [(6f 1 + b*22 ~ 26&)( -M1)- "P,xxlfs 0 0 ,yy
+ (b*2lM* - M 2 + wp>yyNP)fs (y)
+ (2b*l6 - b*62)( - M)fc(y)

,yyy + l(2b*26 - b*61

)(M>)

-(2M)wp<xy\fc(y),y=Q
(12)
Similarly, collecting terms involving cos (Aft) and sin (Mx) in
the compatibility equation for the buckling state, one obtains,
respectively,
"life 0 0 ,,*,, + (2«?2 + «&)( - M^¥c 0 0 ,yy
+ a*22MAfc 0 0 - 2a*l6Mfs (y) ,yyy + 2a*26APfs W ,y
- bt2">c 0 0 ,yyyy + K*fl + &22 " 2b^Afi
+ wp,xx]wc(y),yy + [-bilM*+M2Wp^M2 ]wc(y)
-{2b*l6-bt2)(.M)Ws(y),yyy
+ l(.2b2*6-b!l)M3-2MwPiXy]ws(y),y

= 0

(13)

\G9P9T) — \Jp,yyxf p,XX> ~~Jp,xy f

= {Nx,Ny,Nxy)R/(E2h2)

(5)

ahfs (y) ,yyyy + (2a*n + a6*6)( - M 2 )/,

(y) ,yy

where Nx,Ny, and Nxy are the membrane stress resultants.
Substituting the total displacement and stress function into
the governing nonlinear differential equations and collecting
terms which involve £, one obtains,

+ [(6f, + b*22 - 26?6)M2 + wPiXX)ws (y),yy

Lj.iwj) +L „.(/,) +f!:XX + oxwIiXX + oyv/hyy

+

~ 2TWI,xy

~ wp,xxfl,yy

~

La.{f,)~Lb.(w,)-wIt

+

w

p,yyfl,xx

+ 2wpxyfIiXy - = 0

(6)

-2w„
w
+ w,p,xx w.
I,yy, + W.p*yy Wri*xx = 0
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>yyy

- (2aJ 6 )(M 3 )/ c (y) ,y - b*nws (y) ,yyyy

(7)

(-b*2iM<+M2-M2wPtyy)ws(y)
(2bf6-b*62)(M)Wc(y),yyy

-(2b*26-btl)Miwc(y),y
= Q
04)
The boundary conditions at the two longitudinal edges of a
laminated cylindrical panel are taken to be identical. The
possible in-plane boundary conditions are
JUNE 1987, Vol. 5 4 / 2 9 3
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[/(j/ = 0) = 0

or

Nxy(y = 0) = 0

V(y = 0) = 0

or

Ny(y = 0) = 0

(15)

However, in all the example problems chosen, the following
three boundary conditions are enforced (weakest in-plane conditions),

Wi(x,y) and fi(x,y)
into the right-hand sides of the
equilibrium and compatibility equations for the second order
fields, it is clear that w„(x,y) &ndfn(x,y) can be written in the
separable form
wIr(x,y) = w*(y) + wA (y)cos(2Mx) + wB (/)sin(2Mx)
/// (x,y) =f(y) +fA (y)cos(2Mx) +fB (y)sin(2Mx)

f,xAy=°)=°

(22)

Substituting the separable forms of w}(x,y), a n d / , (XJO and
Wu(x,y),fjj(x,y)
into the partial differential equations for the
(16) second order fields, one obtains two coupled ordinary difW ( ^ = 0) = 0
0 whereas for ferential equations in w*(y) and f*(y) and four uncoupled orFor clamped edges, one obtains, w,y(y = 0)
and
simply-supported edges, the condition is My(y = 0) = 0. The dinary differential equations in wA(y), wB(y), fA(y),
/ B O O - The two coupled equilibrium and compatibility equazero-amount condition implies
tions for w*(y) and/*(y) are, respectively,
-btJ,yy(y
= 0)-b*22f,xx(y = 0)
d22W*(y),yyyy

+ bhftx, (y = 0)- d*22w,yy (y = 0)
-2d$6w,xy(y

= 0) = 0

+ b*l2T(y),yyyy

2

(17)

= (-M /2)i[ws(y)fs(y)],yy + [wc(y)fc(y)]>yy}
a*lT(y),yy„

(23)

- b*i2W*(y),yyyy

For an antisymmetric cross-ply laminated panel (£>g2 = 0, d26
= (M2/2){[ws(y)ws(y),y),y
+ [wc(y)wc(y),y],y}
(24)
= 0) under pure shear, the membrane prebuckling state
satisfies the above zero-moment condition. Likewise, for an
antisymmetric angle-ply panel (b*2 = 0, b22 = 0, d26 = 0) The four coupled ordinary differential equations are, from the
under axial compression or biaxial compression, the mem- equilibrium equations collecting terms involving sin (2Mx),
brane prebuckling state also satisfies the My {y = 0) = 0 re- respectively,
quirement. The boundary conditions for the buckling state
=
(-Afi/2)i[ws(y\fe(y),„
can be easily obtained by substituting the separable form of LidyvA,wBJAJB)
the buckling mode Wj(x, y) and _/}(*, y) into equations (16)
+
ws(y),yyfc{y)-2ws(y),yfc(y),y\
and (17). The above four coupled linear ordinary differential
+
[w
(y)f
(y)
,yy + wc (y),yyfs (y)
c
s
equations with four unknown variables ws(y),
wc(y),fs(y),
and fc(y) and the associated boundary conditions are
-2wc(y),yfs(y),y]}
(25)
discretized using a central finite difference scheme using ap2
L
(W
,W
J
J
)
=
(-M
/2){[W
(y)fs(y)],yy
l2
A
B A B
s
proximately 200 integration points between the two
longitudinal edges (only 100 integration points are used for
+ [wc(y)fc(y)),yy} +
(M*/2)\iws(y)fs(y),yy
small 6S). The resulting system of homogeneous linear
+ ws(y),yyfs(y)
-2ws(y)tyfs(y),y]
algebraic equations can be expressed in matrix form,
- [wc (y)fc (y),yy + wc (y) ,yyfc (y)
(18)
[A]X=T[B]X
-2wc(y),)fc(y),y}}
(26)
which can be solved using a "shifted" inverse power method
and
from
the
compatibility
equation
by
collecting
terms
in(Hui and Hansen (1982)). Similar to the case of shear buckling
volving
sin
(2Mx)
and
cos
(2Mx),
respectively,
of antisymmetric cross-ply simply-supported rectangular
plates (Hui 1984b), the buckling load is independent of the Ln(wA,wBJAJB)
=
(M2/2)[ws(y)wc(y),yy
direction of the applied shear loads. Thus, the smallest eigenJ
rvc(y)v/s(y),yy-2v/s{y),yv/c(y),y\
(27)
value occurs in positive and negative pairs so that the standard
L
(w
,w
J
J
)
=
(MV2)[w
O>),/
power method fails and it is necessary to use the "shifted"
H
A B A B
s
technique. The classical buckling load is obtained by searching
-ws(y) ws 0 0 ,yy - wc (y) ,y2
for the smallest eigenvalue for all possible values of the "con+ wc(y)wc(y),yy]
(28)
tinuous" wave number M. The corresponding buckling mode
is normalized such that the largest magnitude of the displace- In the above, Lu(wA> wB, fA, f B ) , Ln{wA, wB, fA, f B ) ,
ment is one, that is,
Ln{wA, wB, fA, f B ) , and L^{wA, wB, fA,fB)
are obtained
from
the
left-hand
sides
of
the
buckling
ordinary
differential
2
2 ,/2
(19)
[w,O0 + w c O0 ] = l
equations (equations (11), (12), (13), and (14)) by replacing
wc(y), ws(y),fc(y),fs(y)
by wA(y),
wB{y),fA(y),fB(y)\
further, the wave number M is replaced by 2M and T is re3 Second Order Fields
placed by the classical buckling load TC. Since the in-plane
Substituting the total displacement and stress function boundary conditions for the second order fields do not involve
(equations (4)) into the governing nonlinear partial differential f*(y) nor its derivative, an additional condition is needed to
equations and collecting terms which involve £ 2 , the solve the (w*, f) problem. The average second order
equilibrium and compatibility equations for the second order longitudinal stress is set to zero (Hui, 1984a)
fields are, respectively,
Nxrr(x,y)dxdy
=0
(29)
LAV>II) +Lb.(fH) +f„tXX + oxwUxx
}y=0 Jx=0 xn
+ ayv/nj,y - 2TW //-JO , - wPiXXf[I>yy
w

which implies

w

fT,(y = 0) = 0

~ p,yyfll,xx + ^ p,xyfll,xy
=fl,yy ™I,xx +fl,xx ™I,yy ~ Vl,xy wI,xy

La-(fu) -Lb.(yvn)
W

+ p,XxWn,yy +

-2wPiXywIhxy
WpiyyWlIyXX-WIIyXX

2 w

= (.Wl,xy) - I,xxWl,yy

(21)

Upon substitution of the separable form of the buckling mode
294/Vol. 54, JUNE 1987

and fty(y = ds) = Q

(30)

( 2 0 ) Since the postbuckling coefficient (see next section) and the

differential equation do not depend explicitly on f(y) or
f(y),y, it is only necessary to solve forf*(y),yy. That is, a constant shift in f*(y) has no effect on the postbuckling coefficient so that one may arbitrarily set,

/"O=o) = o, r(y=es)=o

(3i)
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The remaining boundary conditions for the clamped conditions at the longitudinal edges are,
w*(y = 0) = 0,

w*y(y = 0) = 0,

w*(y = 6s) = 0,

wty(y = ds) = 0,

+/Ay)<yWc(y)]-wB(y)ifc(y),yWs(y),y

^2 = (M 2 )J^ = o

(34)

where,
poo

+ (fl,yy ™I,x ) W//,x ~fl,xy ( wI,x wII,y

+ wIJfw„iX)]dxdy

(35)

'

'

- Vn,Xy (v>i,x wr,y )]dxdy

(36)

d =

« CoL"o [ a ' ( w ^ ) 2 + f f * ( w ^ ) 2
-2TWhxwIty]dxdy

(37)

Substituting the separable forms of wf(x, y), f,(x, y) and
W
A (x, y), wB (x, y), fA (x, y), fB (x, y) into the above expressions, one obtains,
R

i = (M2)\y'_o

ll-w*(y),,m(y)w,(y),,

+fcWWcO>),,]-Q/2)wB(y),,lf,(y)we(y),,
+fc(y)w,(y).f]-0/2)wA{y),y[-fs(y)w,(y),y
+/ c (y) wc (y) ,y] + wB (y) [fs (y),yywc (y)
+fc(y),yyWs(y)'\

+

wA(y)[-fs(y),yj,ws(y)

+fc(.y),yyWAy)]-w*(y),y\fs(y),yws(y)
+fc(y),yWc(y)]

+

(l/2)wB(y),y[fc(y),yws(y)
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{(-2)fB(y)[Ws(y),yWc(y),y]

+

m)fA(y),yylWs(y)2-wc(.y)2]

-fB(y)^ylws(y)wc(y),y

+

wc(y)ws(y),y]

+fAiy)>y[ws(,y)ws{y),y-wc{y)wc{y),y]}dy

(39)

dx =<I/2> j j l 0 I ("y)[w,(y),,2 + we{y),y2]
wc(y)2]-(2T)(M)lws(y)wc(y),y
(40)

The integrations are performed using Simpson's rule with approximately 200 integration points from y = 0 to y = ds.
5

Discussion of Results

The aim of this section is to present results for the initial
postbuckling behavior of laminated cylindrical panels under
shear loads. The cylindrical panels are assumed to be sufficiently long such that the boundary conditions at the two
curved edges may be neglected. Example problems are chosen
from Boron-epoxy laminated panels with the material
parameters (Chia, 1980).
= 10, Gi 2 /£ , 2 = l / 3 , P12 = 0.22
(41)
The isotropic homogeneous special case can be obtained by
setting,
J B 1 /£ 2

Ex/E2 = \,

Gl2/E2 = l/[2(l + v)],

o = 0.3

(42)

Within the assumptions of Donnell's shell theory, the present
results are valid for all values of the radius to thickness ratio.
Figure 1(a) shows a graph of the nondimensional classical
shear buckling load versus the simplified-flatness parameter
for long isotropic homogeneous cylindrical panels simplysupported or clamped at the longitudinal edges. It should be
noted that the variable T* is defined as,
T*=TC62
T* = TC

[///,„ (w h y ) 2 +f„,yy (w h x ) 2
"

(38)

-wc(y)ws(y),y])dy

b=(Rl+Rl)/\dl\

Jy = 0 J J C = 0

wA(y)[fs(y),yws(y),y

+ (<yx)(M2)[ws(y)2 +

The initial postbuckling behavior of a laminated cylindrical
panel subjected to shear loads is examined using Koiter's
(1945) theory of elastic stability. Koiter's theory was reformulated in terms of the mixed formulation involving the stress
function by Budiansky and Hutchinson (1964). Within the
assumptions employed by Koiter for a single-mode system, the
structure will be able to carry the applied shear loads in the initial postbuckling stage (that is, not sensitive to geometric imperfections) if the postbuckling b coefficent is positive
whereas the opposite is true if b is negative. The degree of
imperfection-sensitivity is measured by the magnitude of the b
coefficient. In passing, an alternative approach to measure
imperfection-sensitivity is to compute the initial postbuckling
slope (Stein 1968); however, this method will not be used in
this paper.
The b coefficient is defined as (Hutchinson and Amazigo,
1967)

n

+

-fA(y)[-ws(y),y2
+ wc{y),y2}
2
+ (V2\f*(y),yy[ws(y)
+ wc(y)2]
-(V2)fB(y),yyws{y)wc{y)

Initial Postbuckling Behavior

*2 = 1* n I

(l/2)wA(y),y[-fs(y),yws(y)

-fc(y),yWc(y),y])dy

- b\^yy (y = 0) - d2*2 w*„ (y = 0) = 0
(33)
with the same condition at y = 6S. Since the cylindrical panels
are "open," the single-valuedness of the displacements need
not, and in fact, should not be enforced.
The boundary conditions for the (wA, wB,fA,fB)
problem
are obtained from equations (16) and (17) by substituting the
appropriate separable forms for the second order fields. The
coupled ordinary differential equations and the associated
boundary conditions are discretized using a central finite difference scheme and solved using a Gaussian elimination equation solver LINPACK (Dongarra et al., 1979).

C es

+

+fs(y)>yWc(y),y]

For a simply-supported cylindrical panel, the above zero-slope
conditions are replaced by the zero-moment condition,

4

+fs(y),yWc(y)]

for0<l
for0>l

(43)

The dimensional shear buckling load of a long flat plate is approximately the same as that for a cylindrical panel with a
small curvature defined by 6S < 1. For large simplifiedflatness parameter, the classical shear buckling load tends to
level out (Hui, 1985). The optimum axial wave number ranges
from (M = 2.39TT, 6S = 0.5) to (M = 0.082TT, 6S = 8.0)

for

clamped shells and from (M = 1.597T, 6S = 0.5) to (M =
0.078-rr, ds = 8.0) for simply-supported shells.
Figure 1(b) shows a plot of the corresponding postbuckling
b coefficient versus the simplified-flatness parameter for
isotropic homogeneous, long cylindrical panels. As in the case
of axial compression examined by Koiter (1956) and Stephens
(1971), the b coefficient is positive for sufficiently small panel
curvature. The transition values at which the b coefficient is
zero occurs at approximately Bs = 2.65 (or 8 = 0.766) for
simply-supported cylindrical panel and at 0S = 2.90 (or d =
0.839) for clamped panel where according to Koiter (1956)
6 = es(2c)U2/(2-K),

c=[i(\-v2)]ln

(44)

The cylindrical panel appears to be most imperfectionJUNE 1987, Vol. 54/295
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parameter for isotropic-homogeneous open cylindrical panels (r = 0.3)

Fig. 2(b) Postbuckling b coefficient versus the reduced-flatness
parameter for antisymmetric cross-ply boron-epoxy cylindrical panels

sensitive near 6S = 5.0 for both the simply-supported or the
clamped cases. The cylindrical panels are slightly sensitive to
geometric imperfections for large values of 6S.
Figure 2(a) shows a graph of the classical shear buckling
load versus the simplified-flatness parameter for antisymmetrically laminated cross-ply cylindrical panels. The
behavior is similar to the isotropic homogeneous case except
that the classical buckling load is much higher. Significant
reductions in TC are found by comparing the two-layer design
(A^ = 2) with the infinite-layer (A^ = infinite) orthotopic
cylindrical panels. The shear buckling loads are in qualitative

agreement with that presented by Hui (1986b). The optimum
axial wave number M ranges from (M = 2.80, 6S = 0.5) to (M
= 0.19, ds = 8.0) for clamped shells with NL = <x> and (M =
2.00, es = 0.5) to (M = 0.054, 6S = 8.0) for simply-supported
shells with A^ = co. For clamped shells with NL = 2, M varies
from (M = 2.40, 6S = 0.05) to (M = 0.20, ds = 8.0).
The corresponding postbuckling b coefficient is depicted in
Fig. 2(b). The b coefficient, for Boron-epoxy cylindrical
panels are generally much more positive than that for isotropic
homogeneous cylindrical panels, especially for small values of
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deg outside) or (90 deg inside, 0 deg outside). It should be
noted that shear buckling loads of "symmetrically laminated"
graphite-epoxy angle-ply cylindrical panels simply supported
along all four edges depend a great deal on the direction of application of the shear load (Whitney, 1984). However, for the
present "antisymmetrically laminated" cross-ply cylindrical
panels, the sign of the shear loads has no effect on the buckling and postbuckling problems.
Finally, a plot of the classical shear buckling load versus
Young's modulus ratio is depicted in Fig. 3(a). The fixed
parameters are,
Gn/E2 = 0A, e12 = 0.25, 0, = 5.O
(45)
The shear buckling load is roughly proportional to the
Young's modulus ratio over most of the range ofEi/E2 being
considered. Again, the shear buckling loads are found to
reduce significantly for a two-layer design due to bendingstretching coupling behavior of the laminated panel.
The corresponding postbuckling b coefficient versus Et/E2
is shown in Fig. 3(b). It appears that the increase in the shear
buckling load due to higher values oiEx/E2 is "not" accompanied by a higher degree of imperfection-sensitivity. In fact,
the b coefficients are positive for Ex/E2. Surprisingly, the NL
= 2 design corresponds to a relatively large value of the
postbuckling b coefficient for sufficiently large values of
Ex/E2.
0

10

20

30

40

Fig. 3(a) Shear buckling load versus Young's modulus ratio for antisymmetric cross-ply cylindrical panels with 9S = 5.0

Concluding Remarks
The postbuckling and imperfection-sensitivity of long, antisymmetric cross-ply cylindrical panels (simply-supported or
clamped at the longitudinal edges) under shear loads have
been examined. The shear buckling loads of typical laminated
cylindrical panels have been computed as a function of the
reduced-flatness parameter and Young's modulus ratio. For
sufficiently small values of the reduced-flatness parameter, the
shear buckling loads of cylindrical panels are not sensitive to
the presence of geometric imperfections. This agrees
qualitatively with the postbuckling results of long laminated
rectangular plates investigated by Stein (1985a, b). Over most
of the practical range of the reduced-flatness parameter,
especially for Young's modulus ratio relatively close to unity,
the cylindrical panels are found to be postbuckling-unstable,
hence imperfection-sensitive. This paper is the first to present
a rigorous theoretical postbuckling analysis of laminated
cylindrical panels under shear loads and this topic has not
been dealt with in the open literature, even in the typical case
of isotropic-homogeneous cylindrical panels.
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